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an adult male, lying on its right side facing
west. It was orientated north-south, and
was loosely flexed. With the skeleton was
an iron ring, identified by the British
Museum as part of a sword-belt, dated by
parallels to the second century B.C. (The ring
has since disappeared). (Fig. 8.A)

a child, approximately 5i years old, in a
croached position on its right side with the
head to the north, lying on a bed of stones in
a possible cist walled with cobbles bedded in
clay, with a roof of larger stones. The
remains were some few feet below present ground
level. (Fig. 8.B)

(2)

(1)

II Excavations at Fairfield Road/West Road, Lancaster
by C. Chandler

The Site (Fig. 7)

The area discussed below lies c.40Qm. to the west of
the site of the Roman fort at Lancaster. It is an
area which has provided much less evidence of Roman
occupation than that to the east of the fort where
the vicus was situated. Nevertheless, some
evidence indicated that cemeteries perhaps associated
with the fort and vicus may have existed to the west,
and it was to investigate this possibility that an
excavation was undertaken in 1981.

Previous Archaeological History (Fig. 8)

In 1869, a local antiquarian, Thomas Dalzell, recorded
in his notebook (now in Lancaster Museum) that a
complete Roman earthenware bottle had been found in
Kellet Croft, bounded by Meeting House Lane, West Road
and Fairfield Road. Although the bottle has since

disappeared, it was possibly a grave-8ood or acremation receptacle. In 19}4 and 1935, inhumations
were discovered nearby through excavation and
observation in a small gravel <J.uarryadjoining the
south-east corner of the Westf~eld Memorial Village,
(Lancashire SMR No. 0445). The unpublished report,
by J.E. Spence and O.H. North, (Lancaster Museum)
indicates that these were probably of Iron Age or
Romano-Bri tish date. The inhumations comprised:
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(3) some three feet six inches south of the child,
another cist grave was found of similar
construction, and three feet long by twenty
inches wide. It contained the badly crushed
and fragmented remains of an adult of 30-35
years, possibly a woman. The poor state of
preservation was due to the collapse of the
cist roof. Grave goods were a bronze figure
ring, and an iron ring, possibly a brooch placed
by the right shoulder. Around the cist were
burnt stone, charcoal and bones of ox, dog and
sheep. (Fig. 8.B)

(4-6) to the north-west of burial (2) was an area of
large stones, four feet six inches long from
east to west, and three feet wide. The
larger stones sealed three adult inhumations,
crouched on their left sides with heads to the
north. The remains were very disturbed
and fragmentary. One was complete, save the
skull, another was represented by the tibiae,
fibulae and humerus, and only a fragment of the
skull. The third had only a fragment of
pelvis and femur, the remainder of the skeleton
being missing. With the skeletons was a small
sherd of decorated samiail ware possibly of c.
100 A.D., and the base of a red coarseware pot.
It is possible that the samian had been washed
through the gaps between the stones, but the
coarseware sherd was too large for this to have
happened. (Fig. 8.C)

The 1981 Excavations (Fig. 9)

The 1981 excavations were undertaken on land to be
developed for housing, to the south of West Road and
to the west of houses on the west side of Fairfield
Road. To sample the area available five trenches
were excavated.

Trench 1

The natural subsoil, consisting of sand and water
worn stones and gravel, was sealed by recent garden
soil 0.9m. in depth. No features were evident in
the gravel, and three large stones, one above the
other, that protruded from the section, proved to be
the wall of a nineteenth to twentieth century cess
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Fig. 9

Conclusions

The natural subsoil was sealed by garden soil 0.45m.
in depth. There were no features.

It is thus unlikely that the burials recorded in
1934-5 extended into the area excavated in 1981.
The small quantity and wear of the Roman and medieval
pottery indicates that the area excavated was beyond
the limits of the Roman fort and vicus and the
later medieval castle and town.

Trench 4

Trench 5

The natural subsoil was sealed by garden soil 0.29
0.4Om. in depth. Finds from the garden soil
included a very small abraded piece of samian ware,
probably from a plain form, together with clay pipes
and twentieth century pottery.

Trench 3
The natural subsoil was sealed by garden soil 0.75m.
deep. The only feature was a modern sewage pipe
running north-south. Eleven medieval sherds were in
the topsoil, or had been redeposited with the infill
over the sewerage pipe. Again abraded and worn,
they date from the thirteenth to the sixteenth
centuries.

Trench 2

The natural subsoil, similar in composition to that
in Trench 1, was sealed by 0.52m. of recent garden soil,
and was cut by a gully running north-south. The
fill to the gully was garden soil containing clay
pipe stems and late nineteenth century pottery.
Three medieval sherds of the fourteenth to sixteenth
centuries, including part of a handle, were in topsoil.

pit• Five sherds of medieval pottery were found
in the top soil, much worn and abraded, possibly of
the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries.
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Lancaster Friary Excavation, 1981 i An Interim
Report by S. H. Penney

Between April and June 1981 a trench was excavated
on vacant land adjacent to the Tourist Information
Office in Dalton Square in order to attempt to
ascertain r.omething of the groundplan of the medieval
friary. The history of this Dominican friary
is poorly documented, although it is known to have
been centred around the present Sulyard Street/Dalton
Square area on the eastern side of the town.

The only known description of the friary is in a post
Dissolution document dated 1556, where its 'church,
bell tower and cemetery' are referred to. Judging
by the periodic discovery of skeletal remains, the
cemetery appears to have extended between Moor Lane
and Sulyard Street.

After the Dissolution, the friary lands passed through
a series of hands until it became the property of the
Dalton family. A house (variously called 'The Friers'
or 'Friarage House') was occupied on the site of the
friary through the seventeenth century and up till
1783 when the Dalton family sold the land; it was
split up into building plots and arranged along a
rectilinear street pattern focusing on the new Dalton
Square. In developing Sulyard Street in 1801 part
of the church foundations were revealed, and some
years later in the course of drain digging in the same
street, sections of mosaic tile flooring, which
presumably paved areas of the choir, were revealed
in situ.

Conventionally the claustral buildings of a friary
extend from the southern side of the friary church.
Nothing of the groundplan of these buildings are
known in Lancaster, and the purchase by Lancaster
City Council of a vacant plot of land on the eastern
side of Dalton Square, (approximately 100 yards south
of Sulyard Street) provided the opportunity to
ascertain if the claustral buildings extended this
far south.

A trench 2 metres x 6.5 metres was excavated running
approximately E - W. A considerable depth of nine
teenth century fill was encountered. A massive
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